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Executive Summary
The Commission for Energy Regulation presents its strategic plan for the period
2010 – 2014. This plan outlines the Commission’s goals for this five year period as
well as high level strategies and actions to achieve these goals.

The Commission has set the following strategic goals:
GOAL 1: To ensure that

‘the lights stay on’
Secure electricity supplies in a stable,
competitive wholesale market

Goal 2: To ensure that

‘the gas continues
to flow’
Secure natural gas supplies with
improved diversity of sources

Underneath this there are eight
strategies outlined in areas of the
SEM, network regulation and security
of supply.

Underneath this there are eight
strategies outlined in the areas of CAG,
gas networks and gas security of supply.

Goal 3: To ensure that

Goal 4: To ensure that

‘the prices charged are
fair and reasonable’
Fully competitive retail markets with
reduced regulatory intervention,
delivering fair prices to customers
Underneath this there are seven
strategies outlined in the areas
of retail market competition &
development, customer protection
and smart metering.

Goal 5: To ensure that

‘electricity and gas are
supplied safely’
A world class natural gas and
electricity public safety record
Underneath this there are five
strategies outlined in the areas of
safety compliance, enforcement,
continuous improvement & safety
communications.

‘the environment
is protected’
A cleaner energy sector playing its role
in protecting Ireland’s environment
Underneath this there are five
strategies outlined in the areas of
renewable connections, climate change,
micro-generation and electric transport.

Goal 6: To ensure the provision of

‘a top-quality
regulatory service’
A standard bearer for best practice
regulation and quality of service in the
Irish public sector
Underneath this there are five
strategies outlined in the areas of
customer service, HR, e-government,
knowledge retention & European
participation.
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Introduction
The Commission for Energy Regulation (“the Commission”) is
the independent body responsible for regulating the natural
gas and electricity markets in Ireland. We have been working
since our establishment in 1999, towards progressive market
reform and the development of greater levels of competition
in these sectors while also driving efficiencies in the regulated
network monopolies.
The Commission was established under the provisions of the
Electricity Regulation Act 1999 and has taken on significant
additional responsibilities since then under various pieces of
legislation. Responsibility for the regulation of the natural
gas market was conferred upon the Commission under the
Gas (Interim) Regulation Act 2002. More recently, the Energy
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2006 added to the role and
functions of the Commission, including providing for additional
responsibilities in gas and electrical safety. In 2007, working
in cooperation with the Northern Ireland Regulator’s Office
and the Governments north and south of the border, the
Commission established the Single Electricity Market (SEM) for
the island of Ireland. This wholesale electricity market is now
jointly regulated by the two regulators north and south.

1 NIAUR – Northern Ireland Authority for Utility Regulation

CER Strategic Plan
The Commission now presents its Strategic Plan for the years 2010 – 2014. The plan
provides for the delivery of the Commission’s mission statement and achievement of our
statutory objectives over a five year period. The Commission’s strategic plan is intended
to be a high level document which focuses on key challenges and high level strategies.
It sets out an ambitious body of work for the Commission to develop in further detail
over the next 5 years.
The Commission will to continue to publish annual work plans setting out detailed
tasks designed to meet its strategic goals. The Commission acknowledges the changing
environment within which it operates. As such, we will keep this plan under review to
ensure we have the capability to respond to this changing environment as necessary.
Finally, the Commission would like to acknowledge the contribution of its industry
partners in developing this plan and we look forward to working with all of our
stakeholders over the next five years to deliver this ambitious body of work.
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Strategic Context
The energy sector in Ireland and globally is facing a period of significant change.
European and national policy favours increased renewable penetration, increased
competition and interconnection, while strategies to reduce carbon emissions will
become more important in the coming years. Customers too are more aware of
their role in the energy sector, while particularly in an economic recession, there is an
obligation on energy producers and suppliers to become more efficient and control
their costs. Ireland is heavily dependent on fossil fuels particularly when compared
to other European countries. Almost 90% of electricity produced in Ireland is from
imported gas, coal and oil. This dependency leaves Irish energy prices vulnerable to
volatile international fuel markets and influences the need for a move towards increased
renewable generation. Innovative demand side management technologies such as
Smart Metering will become more established over the course of this strategic plan
enabling customers to adjust their behaviour in correlation with fluctuating energy costs.
This strategic plan attempts to address some of the important questions which will be of
relevance to policy makers and all stakeholders in the energy sector.
The CER’s principle objective in carrying out its duties is to protect the interests of
customers, existing and future. We do this by promoting competition where appropriate,
but also by directly regulating network monopolies. We also work to provide security
of supply of energy services as well as further protecting customers by ensuring energy
is supplied safely. All of this is in the context of moving towards increased levels of
renewable energy and corresponding reductions in carbon emissions.
We are committed to developing these areas further over the next five years. We
have a number of major projects that will ensure these goals are met. We will work
to bring further competition to retail and wholesale markets in both electricity and
gas, while ensuring that customers, particularly vulnerable customers, benefit from
increased competition. We will review the networks businesses in both electricity
and gas to ensure that they are operated in the most efficient manner possible while
still being able to finance their activities. We will ensure that the transition towards
connecting renewable electricity to the Grid is facilitated. We will continue to work
with the industry to examine the positive role demand side management technologies
such as Smart Metering can play in the Irish energy sector. We will continue to put in
place and maintain a comprehensive safety regime which will protect customers in
an efficient manner. We will work with the Northern Ireland Regulator to develop the
Single Electricity Market (SEM) while also facilitating interaction with other electricity
markets in a manner that can improve competition and security of supply. We will work
with other regulators and EU, and will help implement the “Third Package” of energy
measure recently adopted by the EU. In addition, we will work to inform customers
about the energy sector and our role in it as well as encouraging them to engage with
us to help ensure that their interests are protected.

What must Ireland do to maintain security of electricity and gas supplies over the course
of the next decade?
Electricity generation in Ireland is heavily dependent upon imported gas and coal and
oil. Almost 95% of gas consumed in Ireland is imported at present. This strategic
plan needs to take account of this reliance on fuel imports, set against a back-drop
of increasingly volatile supplies (and prices). What can Ireland as an importer at the
end of the gas pipeline do to maintain its security of supplies? Also what market
incentives must be provided to maintain satisfactory margins between electricity
supply and demand?
How can carbon emissions from the energy sector be substantially reduced in the
coming years?
The energy sector, by its very nature is a significant contributor to carbon emissions.
During the course of this strategic plan, the EU-ETS (EU Emissions Trading Scheme)
will become well established and from 2013 power generators will no longer receive
free carbon emissions allowances. They will be required to purchase all of their
carbon allowances. The impact of this change, both on the electricity sector and on
prices needs to be considered. We must play our role to protect the environment for
future generations but be mindful that we need to maintain a competitive, secure
and keenly-priced energy sector in the short term.

What impact will the current economic downturn have on the energy sector in Ireland?
Ireland’s economy has suffered significant decline throughout 2008 and 2009. While
this has affected investments and growth in the energy sector, it has also provided
opportunities for increased value to be provided to customers. In addition to this,
lower demand growth will have a positive impact on achieving Ireland’s Kyoto
emissions targets.
How can Ireland’s fuel diversity be improved?
Reducing Ireland’s fossil fuel dependency and improving fuel diversity is one of
the most significant challenges facing the energy sector. Increased renewables, in
particular wind, has been identified as part of the solution; however this is only
part of the solution. Proactive steps need to be taken over the course of the next
five years which look at the viability of all options. Given the long term investments
required in the energy sector, not to mention lead times for research and piloting of
various technologies, planning for post 2020 should be taking place now.

We have outlined some of the fundamental questions and associated issues which we
will try to address in our five-year strategic plan.
4
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Strategic Framework

What measures can be taken to maintain prices at as low a level as possible?
Low energy prices are positive for customers and the competitiveness of the economy
in general. However prices charged must be reflective of the legitimate costs of
supplying energy to customers. Competitive market forces and relatively low fossil
fuel prices are currently forcing end user prices down. However policy makers need
to consider the real issue of fuel poverty, while global economic recovery is likely to
signal an increase in fossil fuel prices. Ireland must be prepared for this changing
background.
What impact will new European energy legislation have on the Irish energy sector?
In an effort to address concerns over structural issues in the energy sector across
Europe and the fact that competition has been slow to take hold in many markets,
the European Union has now put forward a new package (‘the third package’) of
energy legislation.
In addition to this, Europe has been to the forefront in efforts to address climate
change through the recent adoption of the climate and energy package. Both of
these European legislative developments will be drivers for change in the energy
sector in Ireland.
What further efforts must be taken to ensure enhanced levels of safety in the electricity
and gas sectors?
Ensuring that gas and electricity are supplied safely to all premises is a priority for
the Commission. A lot of work has been done in cooperation and consultation
with energy companies, gas installers and electrical contractors in recent years. The
Commission must now build on this work in order to deliver its safety objectives.
Safety regulation is a fundamentally different role for the Commission from
economic regulation in the gas and electricity sectors. The Commission also expects
to be awarded additional safety responsibilities in 2010 following the enactment
of the Petroleum Safety Bill. The Commission is fully committed to implementing
and subsequently operating the provisions of the Bill as quickly as possible post
enactment.
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Traditionally regulation has tended to focus on three pillars which must be considered
when developing energy policy. These are as follows;
•

Security of Energy Supplies;

•

Sustainability of Energy Supplies;

•

Competitiveness of Energy Supplies.

These three pillars have defined the balance which policy makers must strive for
when developing strategies for the energy sector. Decisions aimed at enhancing the
competitiveness of energy supplies must be mindful of the likely impact on the security
of those supplies. Decisions aimed at developing more sustainable supplies must also
balance any added cost and knock-on impact on competitiveness which this sustainable
strategy will have.
The Commission has reflected these challenges in its Mission Statement. In addition, the
Commission has an additional responsibility to ensure safety of energy supplies. This
function is distinctly different from the Commission’s other responsibilities – it involves
policies for safety regulation rather than economic regulation. This safety function is
also reflected in the Commission’s Mission Statement.
In developing its strategic plan for the next 5 year period (2010 – 2014), the
Commission has decided that its strategic goals should focus directly on the five key
areas outlined in our Mission Statement. In addition to this, the Commission has also
developed a sixth strategic goal which looks at how the Commission can promote
innovation in the energy sector in Ireland and how our own organisation needs to
develop to facilitate this.
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vision
COMMISSION FOR ENERGY REGULATION
STRATEGIC GOALS 2010 - 2014
CER Vision

‘Our vision is to promote excellence in
energy regulation by striving to achieve fully
competitive, efficient and sustainable energy
markets in Ireland for the benefit of society’
CER Mission Statement

In a world where energy supply and prices are
highly volatile, the mission of the Commission,
acting in the interests of consumers is to
ensure that:

1

2

3

the lights stay on
Secure electricity supplies in a stable,
competitive wholesale market

the gas continues to flow
Secure natural gas supplies with improved diversity of sources

the prices charged are
fair and reasonable
Fully competitive retail markets with reduced regulatory
intervention, delivering fair prices to customers

• the lights stay on;
• the gas continues to flow;
• the prices charged are fair and reasonable;

4

the environment is protected
A cleaner energy sector playing its role in
protecting Ireland’s environment

• the environment is protected, and
• electricity and gas are supplied safely.

5

6

electricity and gas are supplied safely
A world class natural gas and electricity public safety record

provision of a top quality
regulatory service
A standard bearer for best practice regulation and
quality of service in the Irish public sector
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Strategic Goal One
To ensure that

‘the lights stay on’
Secure electricity supplies in a stable,
competitive wholesale market.

The Commission has a key responsibility to ensure security and
reliability of electricity supplies. Much of the Commission’s
focus over the past decade has been on security of supply
facilitated by an efficient wholesale market. This goal is
about continued stable regulatory oversight of the SEM in
conjunction with sustainable infrastructure planning and
development.

Strategic Objectives
Strategic Objectives

Measure(s) of Success

Secure Electricity Supplies

No major security of supply outages
over period of plan

SEM market structures delivering
benefits to customers

A maturing SEM characterised by
regulatory stability & certainty

Network Reliability

Incremental improvements in quality of
supply characteristics

Strategies to achieve Goal One
The Commission has developed eight strategies (outlined below) which are designed to
achieve Goal One. These strategies are separate individual pieces which will tie together
over the course of this plan 2010 - 2014 to deliver secure electricity supplies in a stable,
competitive wholesale market.

1.1 Single Electricity Market
Prioritise the importance of ensuring regulatory certainty and consistency in regulatory
signals and decision making
The Single Electricity Market (SEM) has twin objectives of delivering security of supply
and efficient prices through an efficient, wholesale market structure. The Commission
through its participation in the SEM Committee aims to ensure that the SEM provides
a more efficient, competitive and customer focussed electricity sector in Ireland than
would otherwise be possible. The SEM Committee (SEMC) is the decision-making
body which governs the exercise of regulatory functions on SEM matters. The SEMC is
composed of members of CER, NIAUR and an independent Committee Member.
The need to ensure regulatory certainty in the SEM was expressed in many of the
responses to the Commission’s draft strategic plan. Consistency in decision making is
a priority for the Commission. The Commission will work to ensure that incremental
changes in the SEM, designed to deliver improvements, do not cause regulatory
uncertainty for investors. This will be communicated in its role as a member of
the SEMC.
In addition, some respondents to the consultation proposed that the SEM Committee
develop a similar multi-year strategy specific to SEM issues. The Commission believes
that this is a worthwhile and interesting suggestion and is currently discussing this at
the SEM Committee level.
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The SEM was delivered through a spirit of partnership with the two Regulatory
Authorities working with the Governments and the electricity industry north and
south. Continued progress will also be achieved by working with our SEM partners and
maintaining regulatory certainty in rules and procedures underpinning the SEM.

ACTIONS 1.1
1.1.1

Through the SEMC we will ensure that decisions on key issues consider the
delivery of regulatory certainty in the SEM. We will implement a structured
Regulatory Impact Assessment for decisions on key issues in the SEM,
designed to analyse these issues against the overall objectives of the SEM
and the impact which changes may have on investor confidence. All changes
in areas which may affect market design (e.g. changes for regional market
integration purposes) will be fully consulted on with stakeholders.

1.1.2

We will propose the concept of a multi-year SEM strategic plan to the SEM
Committee.

1.1.3

Continual incremental improvement in the SEM will be achieved through the
ongoing work of the Trading & Settlement Code Modifications Panel and
effective monitoring and implementation of rules.

1.1.4

We will continue to monitor the performance of the SEM, ensuring its
strategy is appropriately shaped to promote efficient security of supply.
This will take account of all generation and storage types which may be
developed and their ability to provide reliable power to the SEM.

1.2 Market Integration
Investigate and progress greater regional market integration
The SEM has demonstrated that market integration can deliver significant efficiency
gains and economies of scale. The Commission is committed to investigating the
potential benefits for Irish customers and producers of greater integration with our
neighbouring electricity markets – UK / France and beyond. The RAs recent consultation
paper2 (published September 2009) on SEM Regional Integration is the first step in a
broader process of aligning the SEM with other markets in the region to achieve an
overall integrated regional market. The Commission notes strong support amongst
its stakeholders for the concept of regional market integration between the SEM and
BETTA markets.

We will review the responses received to the RAs “first step” consultation paper on
SEM Regional Integration and will outline definitive next steps in this process. We will
identify the preferred model for an enhanced regional integration strategy and work
with our colleagues in NIAUR and Ofgem to progress harmonisation and alignment
of systems and rules. By the conclusion of this plan, the SEMC aims to have
made significant progress towards regional market integration and to be moving
through a planned body of work in this area. We will also actively participate at a
European level (CEER3 and ACER4 ) on work on developing policy for regional market
integration.

1.3 Capacity Payments and Rewards for Flexibility
The Commission in its draft strategic plan had outlined its intention to carry out a
Review of the Capacity Payment Mechanism (CPM) in the SEM, while insisting that
this review would not be designed to impact on market design or cause any investor
uncertainty. A wide variety of responses to the consultation suggested significant review
of the CPM; some respondents stated that it should be designed to reward flexible plant
while others were in favour of fundamental changes which would promote indigenous
power (wind and associated large scale hydro storage). The Commission accepts the
need for rewards for flexible plant and will be looking at ways to deliver appropriate
rewards through its review of the CPM.

ACTION 1.3
The SEMC has committed to carrying out a review of the Capacity Payment
Mechanism which will take into account the changing face of the Irish electricity
sector and the need to ensure that appropriate rewards and incentives are in place
for plant availability and plant flexibility. Other actions that ensure the SEM continues
to fulfill its objectives efficiently may also be considered.

1.4 Electricity Networks Reviews – Implement five year revenue strategy for
transmission & distribution (2011 – 2015)
Electricity networks are regulated as natural monopolies. In regulating the networks
the Commission must ensure that while customers and network users receive value for
money the network owners and operators must also earn sufficient returns in order to
make the necessary investments in the development and maintenance of the networks
to meet increases in demand and renewable penetration. In particular, the development
of the transmission network to support large scale renewable development across
Ireland will be of importance. This network development is a key aspect in maintaining
secure supplies and increasing the role of indigenous renewable energy in Ireland’s
energy mix.
3 Council of European Energy Regulators
4 Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators

2 www.allislandproject.org/en/TS_Current_Consultations.aspx?article=0cfb1fb1-0a51-4b7e-a867-6f691387eaf9
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ACTION 1.4 (linked to Actions 3.3 and 4.1)

ACTIONS 1.6

We will continue to work with the electricity network owners and operators to plan
and implement the appropriate levels of network development to support security of
supply, renewable development and a competitive electricity sector. We will ensure
that network enhancement and development is carried out efficiently and that
benefits are analysed against associated costs.

1.6.1

We will continue to monitor the type of plant and capacity required in the
SEM ensuring that the market continues to provide the correct signals for
new generation investment.

1.6.2

Our connection policies will incorporate objectives to incentivise the correct
portfolio of plant within the comprehensive review planned for the capacity
payment mechanism and other relevant policy decisions, such as the
ancillary services mechanism. In relation to ancillary services, the Regulatory
Authorities (RAs) have recently published a decision paper on harmonised
ancillary services payments.

1.6.3

A diverse plant portfolio is vital to ensuring securities of supplies and we will
fully consider the case for prioritising new technology generation should
they be economic and achieve the broader security of supply objectives
of connection policy. Connections to the system should not be “lockedin” now to 2025, thereby ruling out opportunities for potential investors
in the coming years. All economic options will be encouraged under this
diverse portfolio.

1.5 Interconnection – Completion of interconnection projects
The Commission considers increased interconnection with Britain to be an important
and necessary step in both improving security of electricity supplies and competitiveness
of the electricity market. Over the course of this plan, interconnection will become
a significant new feature of the Irish electricity system, opening up new competitive
possibilities but also bringing challenges for system planning and operation.

ACTIONS 1.5
1.5.1

We will support existing (East-West Interconnector) and future interconnector
projects and develop required market rules to facilitate this.

1.5.2

We will work to ensure compliance of all Irish interconnection with European
Regulations (Regulation 1228/03) on cross border electricity exchanges
and cross border congestion management, implementing use it or lose it
access rules and ensuring barriers to trade are decreased in the interests
of customers.

1.5.3

We will continue to examine the potential for future interconnection.

1.6 Conventional Generation Policy – Implementation of conventional
generation connection policy to ensure secure, efficient system

1.7 Fuel Diversity – Action Plan to address fuel diversity
Currently approx. 55% of electricity produced in Ireland is generated from natural gas
(of which 95% is imported), with coal, oil and peat also important sources of power.
By 2020 it is expected that electricity generation in Ireland will be heavily dominated
by two ‘fuels’ – natural gas and wind. The Commission in its submission to the Joint
Oireachtas Committee on Energy Security and Climate Change regarding ‘Ireland’s
Electricity Needs Post 2020’, outlined the importance of economics being the key
driver of generation investment decisions, while proposing that targeted studies into
the viability of alternatives such as Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) should be
undertaken.

There are currently connection applications for 9,000 MW of renewable generation and
more than 6,000 MW of conventional generation in Ireland, an unprecedented situation
given that total installed capacity on the Irish system in 2009 is just over 8,000 MW5. It
is important that the optimal balance of plant portfolio as determined by the market
and taking into account national policy in the areas of renewable and indigenous
sources is achieved. Throughout 2009, the Commission worked with the system
operators and the electricity industry to develop and put in place the correct long-term
strategy for connection of conventional plant, bearing in mind the requirement for
3,400 MW of new conventional plant to be brought onto the system by 20256. The
connection of sufficient conventional capacity is critical to ensuring continued security
of supplies.

5 Source: EirGrid – Generation Adequacy Report 2009 - 2015
6 Full details of the Commission’s consultation can be found at this link: http://www.cer.ie/en/electricity-transmission-networkcurrent--consultations.aspx?article=8d1f1e76-3a9d-470a-b618-348ee8bd5bb3
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Strategic Goal Two
To ensure that

ACTION 1.7
We will encourage Government to work with the electricity sector to develop an
action plan to address fuel diversity in power generation, in the medium (to 2025)
and long term (beyond 2025). All possible viable solutions should be considered in
developing this action plan e.g. clean coal or other alternatives to gas, increased
interconnection.

1.8 Emergency Planning – Policies to deal with emergency events
The Commission is cognisant however that despite market mechanisms and stringent
security of supply planning, security of supply events could occur due to a variety of
reasons. Therefore robust emergency-related policy and plans should be in place to
mitigate the impact of such events.
More recently the potential consequences of the gas dispute between Russia and
Ukraine further exposed the significance of interaction between the gas and electricity
systems both nationally and internationally. Importantly it highlighted the need to have
a reasonably diverse fuel mix or back-up fuel in the power generation sector.

ACTIONS 1.8
1.8.1

We will work through the TFEP (Task Force on Emergency Procedures) group
to identify, implement and monitor plans and protocols to minimise the
effect of emergency events on electricity and gas customers.

1.8.2

We will also work with NORA (National Oil Reserves Agency) to develop
appropriate co-operation arrangements that can be drawn on for the power
generation sector subject to approval from the Minister.

1.8.3

The implementation of the Commission’s decision on secondary fuel
obligation will be monitored on an on-going basis.

7 CER09001
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‘the gas continues to flow’
Secure natural gas supplies with improved diversity of sources.

The Commission plays an important role in natural gas planning
and security of supply. This is of key importance both to
“standard” gas customers such as homes and businesses but
also to the electricity industry, given that over 55% of Ireland’s
power is now produced from natural gas (of which 95% is
imported from UK). This goal is about enhancing structures
to deliver security of supply in gas while acknowledging the
increasing diversity of sources over the coming years.

Strategic Plan 2010 - 2014

Strategic Objectives
2.2 Gas Regional Market Development - Investigate and progress greater
regional market integration

Strategic Objectives

Measure(s) of Success

Secure Natural Gas supplies

No major security of supply issues (taking into
account Ireland’s sphere of influence in this
respect)

Gas Market Operational Structures

Full implementation of Common
Arrangements for Gas (CAG) on an all island
basis

Gas Storage

Increase in levels of Irish gas storage

Diversity of gas sources

Increased diversity of gas sources with Corrib
gas on Irish system significantly reducing
import requirements

The European Regulators Group for Electricity and Gas (ERGEG) is actively working
towards the development of key principles and market rules for the establishment of
regional markets for gas. Ireland is part of the North Western European Region. Within
this framework, the Commission has been pursuing Irish interests in the development of
this regional gas market.

ACTION 2.2
We will continue to actively participate in gas regional market developments at a
European level and will put forward Irish interests to ensure that advantages are
available for Ireland from regional market development.

Strategies to achieve Goal Two

2.3 Gas Storage - Consider options for future development of gas storage

The Commission has developed eight strategies (outlined below) which are designed to
achieve Goal two. These strategies are separate individual pieces which will tie together
over the course of this plan 2010 - 2014 to deliver secure natural gas supplies with an
improved diversity of sources.

Gas storage can play an important role in any country’s natural gas security of supply
strategy. At present, the only gas storage facility in Ireland is the depleted gas field in
Kinsale which is a relatively small facility. Accordingly the levels of gas storage in Ireland
are very low in comparison to other non-producing countries. More importantly the
deliverability rate at Kinsale is low. There are a number of storage projects which are
currently being assessed including the possible development of salt cavern gas storage
facilities in Larne in Northern Ireland.

2.1 Common Arrangements for Gas - Pursue the development of the Common
Arrangements for Gas (CAG) Project
Increasing market coupling and integration in gas, like in electricity, is a key mechanism
by which Ireland can increase its influence and thereby improve gas security of supply.
The first step in this process is the Common Arrangements for Gas (CAG) project.

ACTIONS 2.1
2.1.1

We will work with the Northern Ireland Regulator, the Governments
North and South and the natural gas industry to put in place a Common
Arrangements for Gas (CAG) project which delivers improved gas security of
supply and improved benefits for the market and customers.

2.1.2

We will shape the CAG for the possibility of future further coupling with
British and European markets.

2.1.3

We place high importance on the work carried out by the Gas Quality
Industry Group to date in establishing standards on an all island basis. We
will continue to support this work.
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ACTION 2.3
We will formally consider all options for increasing gas storage levels in Ireland and
work with the DCENR to assist in formulating policy in this area. Additionally we will
continue to work with stakeholders and consider whether incentives may be required
to encourage investment. The issue of strategic storage will also be considered.

2.4 Sourcing Gas - Analysis of Future Gas Supply Scenarios
The face of the gas sector in Ireland will change over the course of this strategic plan.
Initially the volume of indigenous gas on the system will increase when Corrib gas is
brought onto the system. Shannon LNG may also start to import LNG to Ireland.
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The interconnector to Britain will continue to provide us with access to European gas
and more importantly to provide security of supply in the event of depletion or non
availability of indigenous sources.
However during the next five to ten year period, the UK is likely to become increasingly
dependent on imported gas, while its own gas demand for electricity generation is also
likely to increase. Ireland needs to consider how these developments will impact on gas
availability, security of supply, emergency procedures and prices.

ACTION 2.6
We will carry out a full historical and forecast revenue review of gas networks to put
in place the correct mechanism for the period 2012/13 – 2016/17. Full consultations
will be carried out on proposed revenues, controls and models in 2011. The network
reviews will be analysed in order to ensure that necessary and appropriate network
development is planned and carried out efficiently.

ACTIONS 2.4

2.7 Unbundling in the natural gas sector – Implement provisions of
third package

2.4.1

We will continue to monitor Irish gas demand and analyse the impacts of
various gas supply and availability scenarios to ensure that sufficient capacity
is available to satisfy demand from all sources in the near term.

2.4.2

Additionally we will examine possible sources of gas for the long term,
including the likely adequacy of existing interconnection and the potential
for new interconnection points to Europe.

The EU has adopted the Third Package of European energy legislation which is to be
implemented over the course of this plan. With regard to the Internal Market in Gas,
one of the key provisions is that member states must implement unbundling rules in
relation to the ownership and operation of transmission networks.

2.5 Corrib and Shannon LNG - Integration of new projects onto the natural
gas system
Corrib gas will have a significant positive impact on gas security of supply when it
comes onto the Irish system, reducing import requirements to approx. 60% of demand
(down from 95% at present). The major impact of Shannon LNG would be to diversify
natural gas sources, further reducing reliance on the UK for gas imports.

We will implement the provisions of the third package of gas legislation in
conjunction with the Government ensuring compliance with unbundling rules for gas
undertakings.

2.8 UK Gas Transmission Arrangements – Defend Irish interests in NTS
Exit Reforms
In April 2007, Ofgem, the British regulator published a decision to implement reforms
to the UK’s National Transmission System Exit Regime (NTS Exit Reforms). However in
July 2007, the UK’s Competition Commission quashed this decision.

ACTION 2.5
We will put in place a regulatory regime which facilitates the integration of Corrib
and potentially Shannon LNG onto the transportation system, such that the addition
of supply capacity is effected without adding disproportionate additional costs to
customers.

2.6 Gas Networks - Implement new five year revenue strategy for gas networks
(2012/13 – 2016/17)
As in the electricity sector, the monopoly aspects of the natural gas sector such as
networks are regulated by the Commission using a five year control mechanism. The
present five-year period will end in September 2012, meaning that during the year
2012, the Commission must put in place the mechanisms for the five year period
2012/13 – 2016/17.
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This has now led to a slight re-working of the reforms. The reforms will impact on
natural gas shippers downstream of Moffat, requiring them to book gas capacity a long
time in advance of delivery.

ACTION 2.8
We will work with the natural gas industry to find a solution to the difficulties for
shippers which will arise from the NTS Exit Reforms.
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Strategic Goal Three
To ensure that

‘the prices charged are fair
and reasonable’
Fully competitive retail markets with reduced regulatory
intervention, delivering fair prices to customers.

Competitiveness of gas and electricity supplies to end users,
and the need for cost reflective and fair pricing are important
issues for the Commission. The Commission’s aim, taking into
account the fact that Ireland is a price-taker on international
fuel markets, has been to ensure that the prices which are
charged to customers are market driven and that any areas
of costs which we do have control over (e.g. Networks), are
regulated tightly with costs kept to a minimum. This goal is
about striving to deliver competitive retail markets in electricity
and natural gas over the next 5 years against the background
of competitive wholesale markets.

Strategic Objectives
Strategic Objectives

Measure(s) of Success

Competitive Retail Markets

Full active competition in all sectors of retail
electricity and gas markets

Correct pricing structures

Cost reflective tariffs that promote real choice
for customers in managing their electricity
usage

Efficient regulated supply
businesses

Efficient supply businesses that pro-actively
manage their costs for customers benefit

Smart Metering

Delivery & results of National Smart Meter
Pilot Programme

Strategies to achieve Goal Three
The Commission has developed six strategies (outlined below) which are designed
to achieve Goal three. These strategies are separate individual pieces which will tie
together over the course of this plan 2010 - 2014 to deliver fully competitive retail
markets with reduced regulatory intervention, delivering fair prices to customers.

3.1 Retail market competition – Roadmap for “deregulation” of ESB in a fully
competitive market
The Commission oversaw full market opening in the electricity sector in 2005 and since
then competition has been growing steadily, first amongst business customers and
more recently at a domestic level. It is now time to ensure that the market liberalisation
process is completed over the course of the next five years. This will involve allowing all
suppliers (including ESB Customer Supply (ESBCS)) to compete directly with each other
in all sectors of the market. All suppliers will be allowed to set their own prices (CER
will not be involved in the end-user tariff setting process) while the more efficient, cost
effective suppliers will grow with less efficient suppliers losing market share. In order
to get to this point of full competition, the Commission published a draft “roadmap
to deregulation” in late 2009. This sets out a number of proposed targets for ESB to
reach in order for the company to be allowed to “deregulate.” It is difficult to say when
these targets will be reached, but this deregulation process will be a key feature of the
Commission’s strategy over the course of this strategic plan. The Commission intends to
publish its final decision on the matter in Q1 2010.
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ACTIONS 3.1

ACTIONS 3.2

3.1.1

3.2.1

We will work to ensure increased competition in all sectors of the natural
gas market over the period of this strategic plan. This will involve ensuring
any potential barriers to competition which may be identified are removed.

3.2.2

We will monitor the development of competition in retail markets and
continue to produce monitoring reports (both in electricity and gas). We will
keep market rules processes in the retail sector under review through various
industry fora.

3.1.2

We will publish a final roadmap during 2010 for ending end-user price
regulation for ESB CS. This will outline definitive steps for identifying when
full competition has been achieved, taking into account the fact that ESB CS
share of the residential market will have to be reduced significantly.
Fully effective competition in the electricity retail market is favoured over
regulation. Retail prices are best set by market forces and therefore we
will actively seek to deliver greater competition as the key means by which
market pricing will be achieved. The Commission will also work to ensure
the continued protection of vulnerable customers so that they obtain the full
benefits of full competition.

3.1.3

We will also encourage all suppliers in the market to develop innovative
tariff products and compete on tariff structures, quality of service and other
incentives in addition to price.

3.1.4

For the period that the Commission continues to be involved in end-user
tariff regulation for ESB CS in electricity and BGE in natural gas, we will
continue to ensure that only fair and efficient costs are approved.

3.2 Competition in the Natural Gas Sector – Creating a more competitive
natural gas market
With significant progress being made recently in developing competition in the
electricity sector both at a wholesale level in the SEM and a retail level, there is a
recognition that the natural gas market is lagging behind its electricity counterpart in
terms of competitive development. Work is continuing on developing the wholesale
side of the market through the Common Arrangements for Gas (CAG) project. At
the retail end, full market opening took place in 2007 and new entrants are currently
focusing on targeting larger industrial and commercial customers rather than domestic
customers. The Commission aims over the next five years to promote competition as
much as possible in all sectors of the natural gas market. Similarly to the electricity
market, the Commission will produce a Roadmap to deregulation for the natural gas
market over the course of this strategic plan.
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3.3 Electricity and Gas Networks Reviews – Promote value for money through
5 year reviews
Regulation of the electricity and gas networks must ensure that customers and
network users receive value for money. The Commission will conduct five year revenue
reviews for the monopoly network companies in both electricity and gas in such a
way to ensure customers and network users continue to receive the cost benefits of
efficient networks.

ACTION 3.3 (Linked to Actions 1.4 & 2.6)
Over the course of this strategic plan we will carry out a full review of electricity
and gas transmission and distribution networks, implementing five-year revenue
controls which place value for money, improved efficiency and investment in the
future at their core. During the efficiency reviews the CER will seek to ensure that the
monopoly network businesses are operating as efficiently as possible and continue
to achieve further efficiencies over time so as to minimise the level of operational
expenditure. Full consultations will be carried out on proposed revenues, controls and
models.

3.4 ESB Customer Supply and Bord Gáis Energy - Promote efficiency gains
through 5 year reviews
The regulatory model put in place by the Commission aims to drive continued efficiency
gains in ESB CS and Bord Gáis Energy, through five year revenue reviews and controls.
The present 5 year review for ESB CS will conclude in September 2010, while the
control period for gas lasts until October 2012. It is a priority for the Commission that
electricity and gas are delivered in the most efficient manner possible. It is important
to note that the “roadmap” for deregulation of ESB may impact on the regulatory
model used for ESB CS over the course of this five year plan; however it will remain the
Commission’s intention to ensure the company is as efficient, customer-focussed and
cost-effective as possible.
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ACTIONS 3.4
3.4.1

3.4.2

We will continually drive efficiency gains in ESB CS and Bord Gáis Energy,
setting ambitious targets for their improvement. This will be delivered
through 5 year reviews which aim to make these companies more
streamlined and offer improved service at a keener price to customers.

3.6.2

We will also monitor the customer service levels of suppliers as well as
compliance with industry codes of practice covering customer service.
Through this activity we will aim for incremental improvement in customer
service in the energy sector.

3.6.3

We aim to increase customers’ knowledge and ability to operate within the
energy markets as a key priority. In order to achieve this we will endeavour to
keep industry processes as simple and transparent as possible for customers.

3.6.4

We will take account of the Government’s Statement on Economic
Regulation and work with customer and industry panels as relevant.

We are currently reviewing k-factors and supply margins in retail electricity
markets and will deliver a fair and transparent decision in this area.

3.5 Energycustomers.ie – Further enhancement of our Energycustomers service
The Commission’s Energy Customers Team (and website, www.energycustomers.ie)
is the first point of contact for customers who have queries or issues regarding their
energy supplier, network operator or any aspect of how the natural gas and electricity
markets operate.
The aim of this service is to provide information and education to customers regarding
their energy supply, the energy sector in general and to carry out independent review
of relevant unresolved complaints. It is the Commission’s aim to operate a free, efficient,
transparent and easy to use service for all customers.

ACTION 3.5
We will focus on maintaining the Commission’s energycustomers service to ensure
it is accessible to all customers. We are committed to adhering to the NDA’s Code of
Practice on Accessibility of Public Services and Information provided by Public Bodies
when developing and enhancing our services.

3.6 Customer input to energy regulation – Enhance customer’s voices in the
regulatory process
The Commission is obliged to consider the impact of its policies on all its stakeholders
and the functioning of competitive energy markets. It is the Commission’s intention
that its “energycustomers.ie” service will provide a stronger voice for customers in the
regulatory process.

3.7 Smart Metering - Full implementation of National Smart Meter
Pilot Programme
The Commission established Phase 1 of the National Smart Meter Plan in late 2007
with the objective of setting up and running smart metering trials and completing
other preparatory work that will inform decisions relating to the wider rollout of smart
metering. Customer Behaviour trials for electricity began in July 2009 and continue
until 31 December 2010, with a findings report to be published in early 2011. On the
1 January 2010, 6,500 electricity customers participating in these trials began using
smart meters. These customers are testing a range of time-of-use tariffs, ‘Smart Bills’
and ‘Smart Web’ technology. Similar trials will be conducted with gas customers while
technology trials commenced in June 2009 to examine the merits of various smart
meter communications technology options

ACTION 3.7
We will fully deliver the smart metering pilot programme with analysis of results from
the pilot phase by early 2011. Following on from this and based on these outputs,
we will recommend the next course of action in this area.

ACTIONS 3.6
3.6.1
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We will explore options for introducing Customer Impact Analysis to our
policy development to ensure that aspects of policies which affect customers
are considered formally. Further details will be provided to stakeholders in
due course.
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Strategic Goal four
To ensure that

‘the environment
is protected’
A cleaner energy sector playing its role in protecting Ireland’s
environment.

Energy policy is now fully coupled with environmental policy in
Europe. Energy companies have a responsibility to try to supply a
cleaner, less polluting product while customer preferences have
a role in influencing investment decisions for energy companies.
Policy too now favours renewable energy development ahead of
conventional sources of power. The Commission in designing its
strategy for the next five years is conscious that environmental
concerns must continue to weigh heavily in its regulatory
decisions. This goal is all about ensuring that the development
of renewable energy is encouraged and Government targets
for renewable energy are met while remaining conscious of
not doing this at the expense of a competitive energy sector.

Strategic Objectives
Strategic Objectives

Measure(s) of Success

Renewable electricity
connections

Over 3,500 MW of renewables connected to the
electricity system by end 2014

Renewables Directive

Full implementation of all aspects of the
Renewables Directive of relevance to the
Commission’s work

Emissions and
environmental impact

Incremental improvements in levels of emissions
and environmental impact of energy sector

Strategies to achieve Goal Four
The Commission has developed five strategies (outlined below) which are designed to
achieve Goal four. These strategies are separate individual pieces which will tie together
over the course of this plan 2010 - 2014 to deliver a cleaner energy sector playing its
role in protecting Ireland’s environment.

4.1 Gate 3 Renewable Connections - Full implementation of Gate 3 by
System Operators
The Commission published its decision on Gate 3 in late 2008, outlining the connection
of an additional 3,900 MW of renewable power (mostly wind) to the electricity system.
Gate 3 was specifically designed in order to facilitate Ireland’s renewable target of 40%
of electricity consumed from renewable sources by 2020.
The challenge now is to ensure that Gate 3 is delivered successfully and that as many
projects as possible proceed to construction and connection.

ACTIONS 4.1
4.1.1

We will work to ensure that Ireland meets its 2020 renewables target.
Through the Gate 3 Liaison group, we will work with the system operators
and Gate 3 applicants to promote the timely and efficient connection of
relevant projects to the system. We will do all in our power to eliminate
bottlenecks in the process and will assist other agencies as relevant in order
to ensure delivery of critical infrastructure. Ensuring the Gate 3 process
proceeds smoothly should be a key priority for the system operators.

4.1.2

We will also continue to monitor the impact on increasing wind on the
electricity system, both from a market and a system point of view.
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4.1.3

Through our overview and approval processes for system development plans,
we will ensure that EirGrid and ESB Networks system planning is consistent
with requirements for increasing renewable penetration.

4.2 Renewables & Climate Change Package – Implementation of
environmental policy
The connection of a high volume of renewable energy is a key mechanism for Ireland
to achieve its obligations under the EU Renewables & Climate Change Package, which
will implement binding targets on Members States for levels of electricity produced
from renewable sources, reductions in carbon emissions and improvements in energy
efficiency.

4.4 Electricity in transport – Facilitate Government policy on the role of
electricity in transport
The Commission has no role in transport policy in Ireland. However the Commission
is aware that Government policy favours increased use of electricity in transport,
particularly through the development of electric cars. In addition to this, many new
urban rail projects (e.g. Luas, Metro, Dart upgrade) will be electricity based. In this
regard, it is appropriate that the Commission works with the system operators and the
electricity industry to prepare for the likelihood of a significant increase in the role of
electricity in transport in Ireland.
The Commission sees its role in this area as likely being two-fold:

ACTIONS 4.2

(i)	The modification of the electricity distribution system would have to take place, with
the creation of regular charging points. This will require the analysis and approval of
appropriately costed investments and plans;
(ii)	An appropriate pricing regime and structure must be in place to facilitate customers
to charge their cars at night-time. This will require development of appropriate
pricing signals through a relevant suite of tariffs.

4.2.1

We will ensure full implementation of the relevant aspects of the
Renewables and Climate Change Package in the electricity and gas sectors.

ACTIONS 4.4

4.2.2

We will also challenge the sector to develop a formal environmental vision
for the electricity industry in particular, where reducing emissions in an
integrated system is central, while not impacting on competitiveness. We
hope to see initiatives from the energy sector in this area.

4.4.1

We will facilitate Government policy in the area of electricity in transport
and where necessary provide advice and support to Government in this area.

4.4.2

We will ensure that appropriate cost effective network investments take
place as may be required to support electric transport while we will also
ensure that correct pricing signals are in place.

Reducing emissions by the required amounts in the coming years while staying
competitive will be a significant challenge to the industry.

4.3 Micro-generation - Facilitate the development of micro-generation
Incentives have been put in place in 2009 to encourage the development of the microgeneration sector in Ireland. These aim to encourage customers with sites suitable for
the development of micro-generation to connect and sell their excess electricity over the
Grid to suppliers. The Commission, while supportive of micro-generation, believes that
additional incentives and supports for the sector are primarily a matter for Government.

ACTIONS 4.3
4.3.1

4.3.2
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We will continue to encourage the development of micro-generation
in Ireland, taking into account its environmental and demand-reduction
benefits. The performance of the existing schemes will be monitored to
determine if they are achieving their objectives.
We will make sure that there are no regulatory barriers in place to further
development of micro-generation in Ireland.
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4.5 Demand Side Participation – Greater customer awareness of their role in
reducing emissions in the energy sector
Customers both large and small have a role in reducing emissions in the energy sector. It
is important to use electricity and gas not just efficiently but also with greater awareness
for the environmental impact of usage patterns. While reducing usage makes sense
both in terms of cost and environmental impact; using energy at the correct time of day
is equally important in order to control peak demands. It is incumbent on all participants
in the energy sector to play a greater role in educating customers with regard to energy
costs, the environment and energy efficiency and usage patterns.

ACTION 4.5
We will make customers more “energy aware” and will encourage all participants in
the energy sector to deliver improved information on energy efficiency, demand side
participation and the environmental impact of the energy sector to their customers.
We will prioritise increased focus on the importance of Demand Side Management
Participation over the course of this plan.
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Strategic Goal five
To ensure that

‘electricity and gas
are supplied safely’
A world class natural gas and electricity public safety record.

Electricity and gas safety regulation is a relatively new area
of responsibility for the Commission and requires a different
approach to that employed by the Commission in its economic
regulatory functions. This goal is all about ensuring that the
correct electrical and gas safety structures are in place in order
to save lives and protect people and property.
The Commission expects to be awarded responsibility for the
safety of petroleum exploration and extraction in 2010 following
the enactment of the Petroleum Safety Bill. The Commission is
fully committed to implementing and subsequently operating
the provisions of the Bill as quickly as possible post enactment.
The strategies and objectives set out below will apply to this new
safety function suitably adapted, as required by the legislation
once enacted.

Strategic Objectives
Strategic Objectives

Protect lives & property

Measure(s) of Success
•	Continuous improvement in safety standards with
ultimate goal of zero safety incidents
• World-class safety performance when benchmarked
against other jurisdictions

Strategies to achieve Goal five
The Commission has developed five strategies (outlined below) which are designed to
achieve Goal five. These strategies are separate individual pieces which will tie together
over the course of this plan 2010 - 2014 to deliver a world class natural gas and
electricity public safety record.

5.1 Safety Compliance - The ongoing monitoring of compliance of industry with
the safety regulatory systems
The Natural Gas Safety Regulatory Framework and the Electrical Safety regulatory
documents encapsulate the policies, procedures and the standards for compliance
against which natural gas undertakings, the Gas Safety Supervisory Body (GSSB), the
Electrical Safety Supervisory Bodies (ESSBs), gas installers and electrical contractors will
be measured.
The Commission will actively monitor compliance, under a risk-based audit and
inspection regime, against these to ensure that the public can be confident that the
regulated entities are operating in compliance with regulatory requirements.

ACTIONS 5.1
5.1.1

We will conduct a triennial in-depth safety audit of each regulated entity

5.1.2

We will conduct ongoing audits and inspections of each regulated entity in
accordance with individual annual audit & inspection plans; and

5.1.3

We will conduct ad-hoc audits as required.

5.2 Safety Compliance Enforcement - Enforcing compliance with the regulatory
systems when required.
In order for any regulatory systems to accomplish its intended purpose, it is critical that
regulatory requirements are enforced effectively by the Regulator. This is especially
important in the safety regulatory area, where enforcement can help to protect lives
and property.
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The Commission’s powers in the event of non-compliance (depending on scale of noncompliance), include:
1.	Refusal of a licence to natural gas undertakings;
2.	The revocation of the licence with respect to natural gas undertakings;
3.	The de-designation of a GSSB or ESSB; and
4.	The prosecution of non-registered gas installers and non registered electrical
contractors who undertake gas works or designated electrical works.

ACTION 5.2

For the safety regulatory systems to be effective, the general public must be made
aware of certain gas and electricity safety issues. It is also important that they
understand the importance of their role as “the police on the ground” within the
regulatory system and that the public have confidence in the regulatory systems in place
to protect them and their property.

ACTION 5.4

We will take appropriate enforcement actions against gas and electricity undertakings
(including gas installers & electrical contractors) to ensure compliance with the
gas and electricity safety regulatory systems where any non-compliance has been
identified.

5.3 Continuous improvements in safety - Applying a continuous improvement
philosophy to the safety regulatory systems
The environment, technologies and best practices which inform the development
of safety regulatory systems change over time. Therefore, regulatory policies and
procedures also need to evolve; safety performance improvements can never be taken
for granted. The Commission will continually review the regulatory system, by acquiring
relevant data and information, with the intention of identifying and implementing ongoing improvement.

We will co-ordinate the delivery of two enduring promotion and public awareness
campaigns on gas and electricity safety respectively which will aim to achieve the
following outcomes:
(i) 	Increased levels of general public awareness of gas and electrical safety
issues;
(ii)	Greater willingness among the general public to take preventative and
positive actions with respect to gas and electrical safety;
(iii)	Obtain higher levels of awareness of the safety supervisory bodies for both
gas installers and electrical contractors amongst the public and the wider
industry;
(iv)	Raise the level of general awareness of the Commission’s role as the
regulatory authority for gas and electrical safety matters in Ireland.

5.5 Governance Framework - Putting in place the appropriate people, processes
and governance structure to discharge its statutory safety functions

ACTIONS 5.3
5.3.1

We will require regulated entities to provide quarterly safety reports,
including information on Key Performance Indicators.

5.3.2

We will engage with the industry, through safety governance groups
and through public consultation, to determine and implement specific
improvements.

5.3.3

We will share supporting evidence and information with other regulated
entities and stakeholders to assist them in their own continuous
improvement processes.
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5.4 Safety Promotion & Public Awareness - Undertaking comprehensive
promotion and public awareness campaigns
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The Commission’s role as Safety Regulator is significantly different from its role as an
Economic Regulator and necessitates a different approach to be taken in key areas.
It is imperative that the Commission discharges its safety responsibilities effectively
alongside its existing economic regulatory function in a manner which achieves the
objectives in both areas.

ACTIONS 5.5
5.5.1

We will establish a governance framework for the safety function which
gives the necessary confidence that the Commission can discharge its
separate economic and safety regulatory functions effectively.

5.5.2

We will put in place a Safety Division within the Commission with a resource
profile which recognises the relevant competencies required to deliver a
safety regulatory function as distinct from an economic one.
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Strategic Goal six
To ensure the provision of

‘a
quality
5.5.3 top
We will strive
for excellence and international best practice in the operation
of the Commission’s safety responsibilities and the processes and procedures
regulatory
which underpin it, and will service’
subject ourselves to independent assessment in
this regard.

A standard bearer for best practice in regulation and quality of
service in the Irish public sector.

Achieving the key policy strategic goals (goals 1 – 5) will depend
upon the quality of resources and strength of regulatory and
energy expertise available to the Commission. For this reason,
the Commission believes that it is appropriate to develop
its sixth and final strategic goal for the period 2010 – 2014
around the development of the organisation itself and its aim
to become a standard bearer in the public service for top class
service provision. This goal is all about continued development
of our organisation, our staff and our regulatory knowledge
levels in order to provide the best regulatory service possible
and thereby to achieve our other goals (goals 1 - 5).

Strategic Objectives
Strategic Objectives

Measure(s) of Success

Quality, efficient service

A professional and efficient service that has
the respect of all of CER’s stakeholders

Internal structures to support
quality service

Ambitious, highly-qualified and dedicated
staff supported by correct management and
leadership structures and backed up by a
robust knowledge management infrastructure

Problem solving ethos

A CER that plays a pro-active role in solving
the wider challenges in the energy sector.

Strategies to achieve Goal Six
The Commission has developed five strategies (outlined below) which are designed to
achieve Goal six. These strategies are separate individual pieces which will tie together
over the course of this plan 2010 - 2014 to deliver the goal of becoming a standard
bearer for best practice regulation and quality of service in the Irish public sector.

6.1 Quality Customer Service – Undertake review of quality of service provided to
stakeholders
In order to achieve the Commission’s aim of becoming a “model office” or a standard
bearer in the public service, it is important that the Commission is both aware of
the expectations of its stakeholders and how our service presently measures up to
these expectations. Once this knowledge is gained, strengths and weaknesses can
be identified with realistic steps put in place to develop an incremental improvement
in service.

ACTIONS 6.1
6.1.1

We will carry out a customer satisfaction survey which will identify strengths
and weaknesses in the service presently offered to our stakeholders.

6.1.2

Following on from this, we will put in place a series of relevant measures to
make improvements in the areas identified and to consolidate those areas
where quality of service is deemed to be high.
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6.2 Knowledge retention – Develop internal knowledge retention strategy
The quality of the Commission’s work is dependent upon the knowledge and expertise
of our staff and their judgement in developing policies, recommendations and decisions.
The energy sector is highly specialised, while energy regulation itself is a continually
developing specialisation. Considerable time and effort must be spent training and
developing staff and ensuring that information is imparted freely across the organisation
For this reason, knowledge retention and transfer within the Commission is a
high priority.

ACTION 6.4
We will undertake a process of improvement in our e-government services
particularly the quality of service offered through our websites. We aim to make
these websites more accessible to all stakeholders, more interactive and easy to use,
up to date reference points.

6.5 CER European Participation - Preparation for establishment of ACER

ACTION 6.2
We will develop a specialised internal strategy to examine all areas of knowledge
retention. The Commission has already carried out some exploratory work in this area
through a number of separate small projects.

6.3 CER HR Strategy – Review of CER HR Strategy
In 2005, the Commission carried out a HR Audit which led to the development of a HR
Strategy for the organisation. This strategy identified four key areas of development;
performance management, management development, career development and
internal communications. Each of these areas was then focussed on separately and
strategies put in place to address them. These are working well and will remain in place
to ensure consistent delivery of the goals of the HR plan.
However over the latter course of this strategic plan it will be appropriate to review the
HR Strategic Plan to determine the next steps which should then be taken.

The Commission has always played an active role at the Council of European Energy
Regulators (CEER) and the European Regulators Group for Electricity and Gas (ERGEG).
This has allowed Ireland’s voice to be heard with regard to key regulatory decisions at a
European level.
However the coordination of the activities of energy regulators at a European level
will change significantly over the period of this strategic plan as the third package of
European Energy Legislation is implemented and the new European regulators body,
ACER (Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators) is established. It is important
that the Commission is prepared for these changes.

ACTIONS 6.5
6.5.1

We will actively prepare for the establishment of ACER, putting in place
enhanced internal structures to work pro-actively with the new agency.

6.5.2

We will aim over the course of this strategic plan to increase our European
participation, strengthening Ireland’s voice in regulatory policy at a
European level.

ACTION 6.3
We will review the CER’s HR Strategy towards the end of this strategic plan, ensuring
it continues to meet its goals to develop our staff in order to enhance our service.

6.4 E-Government – Enhance our e-government services
The Government had indicated the importance of e-government services as a key
factor in the wider process of improvement in the public service in its recent document,
‘Transforming Public Services’. In taking note of the importance of offering a quality
service through various electronic and ICT means, the Commission is committed to
enhancing the services which it offers through its various websites. These websites
(www.cer.ie, www.energycustomers.ie, and www.allislandproject.org) are both critical
tools in the regulatory consultation process as well as being important information and
reference points for electricity and gas customers and the industry alike.
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Conclusions
The Commission’s strategic plan for the period 2010 – 2014 has been developed with
the intention of positioning the Commission and the Irish energy sector to meet the
challenges of the next five years. The sector has changed dramatically over the past five
years with significant progress being made towards the goal of competitive electricity
and gas markets. Decisions which are made over the next five years will be critically
important in order to continue this progress. In addition new challenges will continue
to present themselves. The Commission must aim over the period of this plan to deliver
a clean and efficient energy sector which is marked by efficient competition and also
delivers correct investment signals to the market. Our strategic plan is the high level
description of how this will be delivered between 2010 and 2014.
To keep up to date on our progress over the course of this strategic plan, please read
our annual work plans which will be published on our website, www.cer.ie.
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